Utilities for Magnetic Tapes

This document describes utilities at CNS for using magnetic tapes. The utilities include CARDTAPE, DISKTAPE, TOCMS, TPUTIL, TAPEDISK.

Other types of utilities are described in other CNS documents. For more information about tapes, see also Using Magnetic Tapes at CNS (D0017) [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0017/d0017.html].

Related topics include reel and cartridge tapes, TAPE8, TAPE9, TAPEC, JCL, OS/390, batch, services.
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Introduction

Document D0069, Utilities for Using Magnetic Tapes is composed of several subject-specific sub-documents.

This document describes utilities and JCL procedures for using magnetic tapes at CNS. Basic information on how to use tapes is in CNS document D0017, Using Magnetic Tapes at CNS [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0017/d0017.html].

This document does not contain information on general utilities for OS data sets. These are described in various other documents in DOCWEB [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/].

If you need help in using any of the utilities or procedures described here, please contact the CNS Support Desk at (352) 392-2061, e-mail consult@lists.ufl.edu [mailto:consult@lists.ufl.edu].

Contents

- CARDLIST: D0069a [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0069a/d0069a.html]
- CARDTAPE: D0069b [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0069b/d0069b.html]
- DISKTAPE: D0069c [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0069c/d0069c.html]
- TPUTIL: D0069d [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0069d/d0069d.html]
- TAPEDISK: D0069e [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0069e/d0069e.html]

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all CNS documentation. Please send your comments to:

UF Computing & Networking Services
112 Bryant Space Sciences Bldg, University of Florida
P.O. Box 112050
Gainesville Florida 32611-2050
(352) 392.2061
<editor@cns.ufl.edu>